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Raiders’ playoff hopes dashed
Without star or backup
quarterbacks, team falls
short, loses to Texans
By LOWELL COHN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

HOUSTON — The Raiders’ renewed dream of an NFL championship died Saturday on the
artificial turf of NRG Stadium
as the Houston Texans won 2714 in an AFC wild card game,
eliminating a resurgent but
injury-wracked Oakland team
from the postseason.
The loss came in the Raiders’
first return to the playoffs since
the 2002 season when they won

Russians
mock
charges as
made up

the AFC West but lost in the
Super Bowl, ushering in an era
marked by years of mediocrity.
Behind a dominant offensive line, starting quarterback
Derek Carr — a possible MVP
candidate — rekindled hopes in
Oakland, with the lowly 49ers
managing only two wins in a
historically dismal season for
the squad across the bay.
But the Raiders came to Texas
with Carr sidelined by a broken
fibula and backup Matt McGloin
nursing a sore shoulder, leaving
their third-string rookie quarterback, Connor Cook, to carry
the intense pressure of a playoff
game in hostile territory.
Against the Texans, an otherwise pedestrian team armed

with the NFL’s top-rated defense,
Cook completed 18 of 45 passes
for 161 yards, with one touchdown pass and three interceptions. The first of those, caught
by the Texans’ formidable defensive end Jadeveon Clowney, was
returned to the Raiders’ 4-yard
line. Houston scored a touchdown on the very next play, going
ahead 10-0. And it really wasn’t a
game after that.
The defeat showed how valuable Carr is to the Raiders, who
seemed lost without him. They
turned to their run game, but
managed only 64 yards on 21
carries, with one touchdown.
It was the second straight
loss following a blowout Jan. 1
to the Denver Broncos — a loss

that handed the rival Kansas
City Chiefs the division title —
and it marked a troubling exit
after a 12-4 season that showed
how much progress the team
has made in the five years since
Reggie McKenzie took over as
general manager. He took apart
the team and then put it back together, and the Raiders’ steady
rise has been admirable. They
seemed destined to go deep into
the playoffs until Carr got hurt.
Before the game, Raiders
coach Jack Del Rio said he was
proud to be one of only 12 playoff teams. Now they are out and
left to wonder what might have
been.
For more coverage, see
Page C1.
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Raiders quarterback Connor Cook
walks off the field after
Saturday’s playoff loss in Houston.

SONOMA COUNTY » Gardener, blogger and photographer engage
people globally who share passion for food, wine and images

Experts say country has
tried to influence US
elections in the past
By ANDREW HIGGINS
NEW YORK TIMES

MOSCOW — Spies are usually thought of as bystanders who
quietly steal secrets in the shadows. But the Russian version,
schooled in techniques used
during the Cold War against the
United States, has a more ambitious goal — shaping, not just
snooping on, the politics of a nation that the Soviet-era KGB targeted as the “Main Adversary.”
That at least is the conclusion
of a declassiINSIDE
fied report re■ Trump says
leased Friday
US should pursue that outlines
closer ties to
what top U.S.
Russia / A2
intelligence
agencies view
■ Analysis: US
has been slow to as an elaborespond to online rate “influence
campaign” orthreats / B1
dered by President Vladimir Putin of Russia
aimed at skewing the outcome
of the 2016 presidential race.
But the absence of any concrete evidence in the report of
meddling by the Kremlin was
met with a storm of mockery
Saturday by Russian politicians
and commentators, who took to
social media to ridicule the report as a potpourri of baseless
conjecture.
In a message posted on Twitter, Alexey Pushkov, a member
of the defense and security committee of the Russian parliament’s upper house, ridiculed
the U.S. report as akin to CIA assertions that Iraq had weapons
of mass destruction: “Mountain
TURN TO RUSSIA » PAGE A2
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Social media emissaries

Avid Instagram user Tucker Taylor is the director of culinary gardens for Jackson Family Wines.

By CHRISTI WARREN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

O

n Tuesday, Tucker Taylor
posted a picture of cauliflower to his Instagram page
that got more than 450 likes, which
is pretty good for cauliflower.
To be fair, it’s Romanesco cauliflower, an uncannily beautiful
cruciferous varietal, with a brightgreen hue and a fractal pattern to
set mathematicians’ hearts aflutter.
But, still. Cauliflower.
In his role as a culinary gardener
for some of Wine Country’s biggest
names, Taylor (@farmert), has not
only become an internet star but an
unofficial ambassador for Sonoma
County. So, too, have Amy Lieber-

farb (@amylieberfarb), a wine and
food blogger, and Adam Shindledecker, who goes by Decker (@
adamdecker), a photographer who
runs a group called Instagramers
of the North Bay.
Together, the three have a
combined following of more than
150,000 on Instagram and Twitter, the two popular social media
networks that daily are used by
an estimated 340 million people
around the world.
The trio are not the most followed social media users hailing
from Sonoma County, a distinction
that belongs to celebrity chef Guy
Fieri, tech pioneer Tim O’Reilly
and cellist and activist Zoë Keating,
each with more than a

million followers.
What differentiates Taylor, Lieberfarb and Decker is their focus:
online conversations about our region with people all over the world,
helping form virtual communities
revolving around shared passions
of food, wine and photography.
They are among about a dozen
Sonoma County residents with
expansive social media followings
that Tim Zahner, the chief marketing officer for Sonoma County
Tourism, considers social media
influencers.
“These posts represent the idea
of a place of amazing food and
wine and experiences,” Zahner
said. “It’s an idealized Sonoma
County.”

TUCKER TAYLOR
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Read profiles on three
notable social media
influencers in
Sonoma County / A11

To rate dogs’ smarts, humans learn new tricks
By JAN HOFFMAN
NEW YORK TIMES

Pam Giordano thinks her dog
is quite intelligent, and she has
proof: Giorgio, an 11-year-old
Havanese, has diplomas stating
he has a bachelor’s, master’s
and doctorate from Yale. The
bumper sticker on Giordano’s
car announces, “My dog made it
to the Ivy League.”
The honors were bestowed

on Giorgio and Giuliana, his
sibling, for participating in the
university’s Canine Cognition
Center.
“I wanted to know how much
they know and how smart they
are,” Giordano, a real estate
broker in Branford, Connecticut, said. “I think Giuliana really just goes for the treats. But
Giorgio rises above it. He is very
bright. I would say he knows
over 100 words.”

The Yale researchers are on
to something. They have figured
out how to tap into the willingness of dogs’ human companions to support their studies.
Enthusiastically.
Suddenly how smart your dog
is seems to matter — an aspiration that has also not gone unnoticed by the commercial pet industry. Walk into any pet supply
chain, such as the aptly named
PetSmart, and take in the toys,

gadgets and foods advertised as
optimizing a dog’s intelligence.
Or just do an online search for
“brain games to play with your
dog.”
The swelling interest, eagerly
amplified by the pet industry,
has given a boost to the relatively new academic field of canine
cognition, with research centers sprouting up on campuses
TURN TO DOGS » PAGE A11

